


Terms & Conditions 

Tanning Essentials range of “Clean Air Systems” provide a cleaner, healthier environment by reducing the messy overspray that 
is created while applying the  tan. The Mobile Twister System is designed for professional salons and mobile spray tanners alik

First Time Orders
When you contact Tanning Essentials for the first time, we will take 
a few moments to set you up as a customer, so that when you place 
orders in the future they will be dispatched quickly and efficiently. 
We will of course mail future catalogues throughout the year and 
keep you up to date with new developments and promotions. 

On your first three orders we will require payment prior to dispatch 
of goods. We recommend paying by credit card, which ensures 
your order is processed immediately.

How To Pay

Tanning Essentials accepts all major credit cards including AMEX*, 
wire transfers, direct deposit, EFTPOS and cash payments (in 
person only). To pay over the phone via credit card*, please call 
+613 9463 8900 to speak to one of our friendly team. If using direct 
deposit or wire transfer please use your order number as your 
payment reference and deposit funds to the following account:

AUSTRALIAN ORDERS
Commonwealth Bank
BSB No.: 063 105   Account No.: 1031 0264

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
Beneficiary Bank:   Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Commonwealth Bank’s primary SWIFT BIC Code: 
   CTBAAU2S
Beneficiary:   BSB PACIFIC PTY LTD
Beneficiary Account Number:  06300012649688
(*) NOTE: Fees may apply

Prices
We work in multiple currencies that include AUD, EUR €, GBP £ and 
USD $. All prices are correct at the time of going to press. However 
prices may change and Tanning Essentials reserves the right to 
alter prices without notice.

Payment
50% deposit is expected on order. Payment is due in full prior to 
dispatch of goods, if a credit arrangement is not agreed before-
hand. Payment is due in 14 days from the date of invoice where a 
credit arrangement exists.

Overdue Accounts
Without Prejudice to any other right of remedy, Tanning Essentials 
shall be entitled to charge interest (both before and after any 
Judgement) on the amount unpaid at the rate of 6% per annum 
above Reserve Banks Base rate from time to time, from the due 
dates for payment, until payment in full is made together with all 
costs and expenses incurred by Tanning Essentials or its appointed 
representative in the collection of overdue monies.

Warranty
We stand as the first manufacturer in the industry to
provide a fully comprehensive 12 month replacement 
warranty and limited lifetime warranty on some 
models and parts. 

This warranty coverage is unmatched in the industry, simple to 
register and we invite you to compare the essentials warranty to 
any other warranty on the market and you’ll see the difference.

Backorders
Our policy is not to backorder products, however we are happy to 
accommodate backorder requests.

Returns Policy
Goods may be returned within 7 days of purchase and only by prior 
arrangement with Tanning Essentials. Re-stocking fee may apply.

Private Labels
We can put your own brand on any equipment or help with custom 
designs. We are happy to discuss requirements, flexibility and 
minimum orders quantities.

Shipping & Delivery
Our warehouse team will do everything they can to dispatch your 
order to you within one full working day of placing your order.

International Orders
Lead time is around 30-45 Days, depending on specific regions. 
Terms are FOB China unless stated.

Australian & UK Orders
Options for pick-up and arranging your own freight is available. 
Quotes will be provided upon request.



Portable, Affordable, Reliable, the NEW! Studio Tan Spray Tanning System offers you a secure position in the highly profitable
and high customer satisfaction business of Spray Tanning. 

Studio Tan Spray Tanning System

You’ll discover our new Studio Tan Spray Tanning System to be the easiest, lightest spray
tan machine you have ever used – weighing only 1.6 kg!. Perfectly portable, the Studio Tan 
Spray Tanning System is expressly designed to apply tanning solutions evenly and efficiently 
using as little as 40mls of spray tan solution for a full body treatment.

System Features Ultra compact & light weight
Direct air intake with cleanable filter
Adjustable spray pattern applicator
Easy plug & play settings
Ergonomic comfort design
Quick fit connections
Stainless steel fluid parts

Specifications Dimensions  23cm x 17cm x 18cm (LxWxH) 
Weight  1.7kg
Motor           32000RPM
HVLP  380m3/hr 
Noise  76 db

NEW! Studio Tan Spray Tanning System

Studio Tan
Applicator
TE201040

Studio Tan Hose
TE201140 

Studio Tan Cup
TE201240 

Studio Tan Filter
TE201460
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Studio Spray Tan System
TE101400



Prov Champange
TE101602

Prov Champange Applicator
TE201022

Prov Fuchsia
TE101601

Prov Fuchsia Applicator 
TE201021



NEW! Prov Spray Tan System
More powerful than ever, yet quieter and sleeker, the Prov system comprises of sought
after advanced features including, precise digital controls with six power settings to 
accommodate all solutions and spray techniques, built in air heat function, smart memory 
feature that recalls your previous settings, a minimum maintenance regime and cup 
holders to store additional solution cups for quick access.

This innovative system includes one Prov applicator which can be placed in the built-in 
work station. The Prov Applicator boasts never seen before technology, offering a more 
controlled and narrower spray pattern, adaptable spray designs with a lock in position 
feature, DHA resistant needle and nozzle, and a leak free integrated cup delivering a streak 
free, flawless application each and every time.

System Features Ergonomic workstation    Digital controls 
Whisper quiet operation    Quick fit hose connectors 
Turbo heat function    Smart memory functions 
Energy saving design    High performance motor 
Lightweight & mobile   Easy clean filter 

Ergonomic handle      Sleek & stylish design 
Leak free integrated cup     Adaptable spray pattern  
Slide & lock solution dial    DHA resistant needle & nozzle 

Dimensions: 22cm x 23cm x 20cm (LxWxH) 
Weight:  1.8kg Motor:  1800-3100 RPM 
HVLP:  580 m3/hr Noise:  65dB

Applicator Features 

Prov Spray Tan System 

The cutting edge Prov system has been perfectly designed for both the busy salon or less frequent mobile professional.
The Prov system is the perfect unit for the Tanning Essentials enthusiast that is looking  to upgrade their current system. 

Specifications 

Prov Hose
TE201107

Prov Cup w/lid
Twin Pack
TE201207

Prov  Turbine
Filter
TE201460
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TE101600

Prov Black 
Applicator
TE 201020 



NEW! Rapid Spray Tan System
This sleek new Rapid spray tan system has been perfectly designed for both mobile and 
professional use. The lightweight, ergonomic workstation includes an easy grip handle 
and boasts an illuminating LED Display with innovative touch technology controls and 
an inbuilt Smart Memory function, making this system the ‘must have’ for any professional 
technician.

This cutting edge system includes 2 Rapid Applicators, which can be placed in their built-in 
workstation. The Rapid Applicators contain leak free clear cups, High-Tech Stainless Steel 
Components and provides an adjustable spray pattern that delivers ultra-fine mist to 
achieve flawless results every time.

System Features Ergonomic workstation    Power saving LED display
Touch controls     Smart memory functions
Stand by mode     Powerful motor
Easy clean filter       Robust design
Heavy-duty hose connectors

Ultrafine mist     Adjustable spray pattern
Comfort design     180º rotating hose
Clear leak free cup     Stainless steel components
 
Dimensions: 19cm x 19cm x 22cm (LxWxH) 
Weight:  2.6kg Motor:  1900-3200 RPM 
HVLP:  600 m3/hr Noise:  69dB

Applicator Features 

Rapid Spray Tan System 
Tanning Essentials has listened to the needs and wants of the market and has responded by producing the Rapid system, which 
is purpose built to work with rapid spray tan solutions. The Rapid allows for a quick application, with a wider spray tan pattern 
and new heat technology the system provides clients with an airbrush finish, even with solutions that contain heavy bronzers.

Specifications 

Rapid Applicator
TE201070

Rapid Hose 
TE201160

Rapid Cup w/lid
Twin Pack
TE201260

Rapid  Turbine
Filter
TE201460

Rapid Spray Tan System
TE101000



Clean Air Turbo Twister Systems

Once you start spray tanning you will quickly learn that over spray can be a real issue. Our range of clean air filter
systems keeps operators and clients comfortable as well as minimises messy over spray created while spray tanning.

NEW! Clean Air Turbo Twister Tower
Tanning Essentials Turbo Twister Tower is the ultimate in minimising mess while creating a comfortable 
environment for your customers and technicians. Whether you are operating the busiest salon or just 
growing your spray tanning business, Tanning Essentials Turbo Twister Tower draws excess tanning solution 
in the air into the multi stage filter to reduce mess and create a professional atmosphere.  Made from 
strong lightweight aluminium, this system is easy to install without any tools and simple to operate.

NEW! Spray Station
The revolutionary Spray Station is a sought after fusion of top of  the range Spray Tan & Clean Air Systems. 
The Spray Station’s base contains a powerful inbuilt spray tan system that connects to our premium Rapid 
Applicator, which can be conveniently stored in the ergonomic workstation. The Spray Station features 
a triple fan clean air system that includes a convenient foot pedal for plug and play operation. It is with
this innovative all in one system that technicians are able to eliminate clutter and maximise space.

Tower Features 
 Simple Assembly & Operation
 Anti-slip comfort floor mat
 Ergonomic ON/OFF foot pedal 
 Professional Multi filtration system
 Unbreakable aluminium side panels
 Reversible side panels for 2 colour options 

Specifications 
 Dimensions: 185cm x 120cm x 190cm (LxWxH) 
 Noise:  69db / 72db* 
 Weight:  48 / 52Kg* 
 Average Air Displacement:  1040 / 1560m3/hr*
 *Spray Station Only 

Spray Station
TE 301016

Turbo Twister Tower
TE301018

Turbo Twister 
Triple Tower
TE301017

Turbo Tower Filters
Twin Pack
TE301100
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Spray Station
TE 301016

Turbo Twister Tower
TE301018

Turbo Twister
Triple Tower
TE301017

Turbo Tower Filters
Twin Pack
TE301100

Additional Station Features 
 Inbuilt spray tan system
 Ultra-fine spray mist
 Stainless steel spray components
 Ergonomic workstation incl. Cup Holder
 Heavy-duty hose connectors
 Easy Washable Spray System Filter
 Powerful Motor

Filter Change

Spray Station Back 



NEW! Mobile Turbo Twister
Ultra compact and lightweight, the Tanning
Essentials Mobile Turbo Twister Clean Air System 
is the first of its kind. Powerful enough to effectively 
reduce overspray  yet compact and quiet, it is an 
ideal solution for mobile technicians and salons 
with limited spaces. Lightweight  design with an 
ergonomic carry handle ensures effortless 
transportation with plug and play settings and 
replaceable filters that are easily interchangeable 
through the front of the unit. The system works to 
draw in excess tanning solution that is in the air, 
into its multi stage filtration system. 

System Features 
 Ideal for the mobile spray operators 
 Reduce excess tanning solution in the air
 Easy filter remplacement
 Compact & Lightweight
 Plug and play system in seconds
 Ergonomic carry handle

Specifications 
 Dimensions: 24cm x 22cm x 25cm (LxWxH) 
 Noise:  69db
 Weight:  3.3Kg
 Average Air Displacement: 600m3/hr

Clean Air Turbo Twister Systems

Once you start spray tanning you will quickly learn that over spray can be a real issue. Our range of clean air filter 
systems  keep operators and clients comfortable as well as minimise messy over spray created while spray tanning.

Perfectly designed for technicians or salons 
that do not have room for our Turbo Twister 
Tower. The Tanning Essentials Portable Turbo 
Twister minimises messy overspray created 
while applying the tan. Excess tanning 
solution in the air is drawn into the large 
multi stage filter, uniquely designed to 
reduce mess and ensure the environment is 
comfortable for yourself and the client. 
For optimal results, combine the Turbo 
Twister Filter System with an enclosure, 
positioning the unit on the floor behind 
the client. 

System Features 
 Ideal for smaller salons or just starting out
 Reduce excess tanning solution in the air
 Easy filter remplacement
 Lightweight and Sturdy
 Inbuilt handle 
 Easily upgraded into a 3 fan tower

Specifications 
 Dimensions: 38cm x 20cm x 55cm (LxWxH) 
 Noise:  69db 
 Weight:  7Kg
 Average Air Displacement: 520m3/hr

Portable Turbo Twister
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Turbo Twister Mobile Filters - 4 Pack
TE301101

TE301019

Turbo Twister Filters 
Twin Pack
TE301100



Pop Up Enclosures

Enclosures

Once you start spray tanning you will quickly learn that over spray can be a real issue. Our range of clean air 
filter systems keeps operators un-congested as well as minimises messy over spray created while spray tanning.

Drop Down Enclosureure
The easily assembled wall hanging 
curtain has been perfectly designed 
for those with limited floor space.

Ideal for hanging at home, the 
professional salon that wants to 
maximise its space or the mobile 
therapist who travels with their 
spray tan kit. The extending floor 
section and wide aperture 
ensure that any overspray 
does not find its way 
onto the floor or carpet.

 Dimensions: 
 120cm x 90cm x 210cm  (LxWxH) 
 Weight:  500g
 Colours:  Black   TE401017

Pop-Up Tanning tents assists salons and mobile 
therapists in providing a professional environment
for the customer, whilst ensuring that  any over
spray is contained in an area or filtered away. 
These Pop-Up Enclosures are the  ideal 
portable solutions for mobile spray therapists 
and for any location where space is limited.

Worried about ventilation? These 
Pop Up Tanning tents incorporate a 
conveniently located opening in the 
rear of the enclosure, allowing for the 
placement of a clean air unit (Mobile 
or Portable). The Enclosure unfolds in 
seconds and folds away neatly 
in its very own carry bag.

 Dimensions: 
 214cm x 90cm x 170cm (LxWxH) 
 Weight:  3.2kg
 Colours:  Black    TE401013

  Black with 1/3 Clear TE401014

  Brown with 1/3 Clear TE401016

  Pink with 1/3 Clear TE401015 

  Blue with 1/3 Clear* 
  *Available for special order.

*OEM Designs & Colours Available Upon request.   
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Disposables

Our Tanning Essentials range of disposables caters for all your salon and personal use needs. The range is designed to 
offer great value combined with accessability and the ultimate ease of use required in all spray tanning environments.

BARRIER CREAM
Avoid Spray Tan Build Up 

Especially designed, Barrier Cream 
diminishes or completely stops 
development of spray tan solution 
on unwanted areas.  Enriched with 
Aloe Vera, Shea Butter and Safflower 
Oil, Barrier Cream aims to create a 
beautiful blend between tanned and 
non-tanned areas.

 500ml TE601100

TRAINING SOLUTION
Perfect Your Technique

This DHA free solution will leave a 
bronzed tan upon application that 
can easily be rinsed off. This 
product is ideal for learning to spray 
tan or a great alternative for a 
one-night tan.

 500ml TE601105

SELFTANNING MITT 
One Size Fits All

The Tanning Essentials Application 
Mitt protects your palms from 
tanning solution and easily applies 
your self tan product to all areas of 
the body including the back of your 
hands, ankles, and feet.

Ideal to use with mousses, lotions 
and even spray products, this 
patented mitt provides a water-
resistant barrier to protect your 
hands from any possible staining.

TE601002

EXFOLIATING MITT 
One Size Fits All

This multiple benefit massage 
mitt removes dead skin cells and 
rejuvenates the skin whilst 
improving circulation and 
preventing cellulite. It is also ideal 
for use prior to hair removal. 

TE601001

CLEAN FEET
One Size Fits All 

Clean feet are designed to protect 
the soles of your feet from unwanted 
spray tanning residue. Pack contains 
25 pairs and is one size fits all

 Cardboard PKT 25  TE501100

 Foam PKT 25  TE501101



FOLDED WET TOWELS 
Individually Wrapped

Easy to use folded wet towel, ideal
for post tanning use. Each pack 
contains 100 individually foil 
wrapped folded wet towels.

 PKT 100  TE501500

HAND TOWELS 
One Size Fits All

Perfect for any spray tan room. 
30 x 60 cm. 80% polyester, 20% 
polyamide. 

TE601000

DISPOSABLES 
One Size Fits All

BRA Elastic disposable bra. designed 
for spray tanning to keep chest area 
spray tan free, ideal for salon and 
personal use.

 BLACK ELASTIC  PKT 25  TE501401

G-STRING G-Strings designed for 
spray tanning to keep underwear 
spray tan free, ideal for salon and 
personal use.

 WHITE G-STRING  PKT 100  TE501300

 BLACK G-STRING  PKT 100  TE501301

HAIR CAPS Comfortable means of 
protecting client’s hair during a spray 
tan treatment. Helps to keep hair off 
the face during a spray tan.

     WHITE   PKT 100    TE501200

STARTER PACK  25 G-Strings and
25 Hair Caps.   TE501000

MINI STARTER PACK  10 G-Strings 
and 10 Hair Caps and 5 Bras.
TE501001

LS HAND TOWELS MOBILE CASE

Perfect for the mobile tanner that 
would like an all in one tanning travel 
case. Designed to perfectly fit a 
Turbo Twister Mobile and any of the 
Tanning Essentials Spray Tan 
Systems, the Mobile Case features a 
telescopic handle, wheels for easy 
mobility and water resistant casing. 
3.3kg. 46cm x 29cm x 30cm. 

TE801000 
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Tanning Essentials is an industry pioneer, both in innovative patented product concepts and in strategic market vision within the tanning  and beauty industry. Tanning Essentials also partners with 
leading brands in the industry to develop tanning systems that compliment their spray tan solutions.

Put your brand's unique stamp on Tanning Essentials' extensive range of spray systems and accessories.  We provide the expertise and technology to free your time to build your spray tan brand. 

Custom and ergonomically designed systems reduce over spray and noise while delivering the perfect tan each and every time. 

With proven ability for quality, reliability and innovation,  Tanning Essentials spray tan systems continually prove  to be the trusted choice for all industry professionals. 

Contact Us international  +61 3 9463 8900  
modgnik detinu   +44 (0) 2036 646 739  

liame   sales@tanningessentials.co

Follow Us Online facebook.com /tanningessentials  
 moc.ebutuoy /tanningessentials

Your local distributor


